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*Healthy 
Relationships and 
Managing Conflict



*Warming Up

What do we learn about 
ourselves, others and the 
world around us from the 

relationships and 
interactions we have?

 



*An Overview 

PART 1
*The importance of Social Connections
*Erikson; It’s all about responses and interactions…Industry 
vs Inferiority, Identity and Role Confusion

PART 2
*Friendships over time
*Friendship Skills
*Healthy vs Unhealthy
*Conflict is normal - Bullying is not
*Encouraging Problem Solving



*The Importance of 
Social Connections

Young children experience their world as an 
environment of relationships, and these relationships 
affect virtually all aspects of their development
from: Developing Child - Harvard (2004)

Research has shown that strong social interactions
are connected to “happiness” (Greater Good Science Centre - Berkeley)

Emotional awareness and literacy through life 
impacts future relationships, workplace dynamics 
and success (Peer Support Australia)



*Circles of 
Influence/Contexts



*Reactions and 
Interactions

When have you 
taken initiative 

and the resulting 
interaction or 

response left you 
with a sense of 

guilt?
Purpose?  

When have you 
had to cope with 

new demands 
and the resulting 

interaction or 
response left you 
feeling inferior? 
Competent or 
industrious?

When did you 
explore your 
beliefs and 

values, your role 
in society 
through 

interactions with 
peers? Did you 
find yourself 

being “true”to 
yourself?  



*One Looked to Often 
– Erikson 

Age: Elementary and Middle 
School Years -- 6 to 12 years
Conflict: Industry vs. Inferiority

*Children begin to explore and 
interact with the world around 
them
*Children gain in confidence 
and sense of competence 
through successfully managing 
new situations and 
interactions
*School and friends become 
more important

Age: Elementary and Middle School 
Years -- 12 to 18 years
Conflict: Identity vs Role Confusion 

*Teens begin to explore their role in 
society - Who am I? 

*Children gain in confidence 
through exploring independence, 
different roles and “selves” 

*Peer groups are important - 
Fidelity and formation of genuine, 
longer term relationships 



 6-7 years              8-9 years           10-11 years    12 -14 years

*Friendships Change 
Over Time

Look at the boxes describing friendships – where 
along the arrow would you put each one?



*Where might these fall on the arrow?

 6-7 years              8-9 years           10-11 years    12-14 years



*And Friendships 
Deepen Over Time



*Friendship Skills – 
Making Friends

Think of being a “friend”:

*What qualities do you value in a friend?

*What kind of friend are you?

*What skills do you use to connect with 
someone new?

*Do you take the first step or wait for others to 
approach you?



*Keeping Friends - 
FOUR Elements of 

Friendship

*Reciprocity – sharing time and things, give 
and take, like each other’s personal qualities 

*Social Activity – Stay together for longer 
periods; respond to each other’s needs and 
desires, perspective taking and empathy

*Conflict Resolution – Solve problems, 
respect differences, stand up for self

*Task Performance – plan, cooperate for a 
joint goal or purpose



*VENN Diagram

What brings and keeps friends together?



*What makes a 
“HEALTHY”relationship 

or friendship?

* in your own experience...Share

Healthy Unhealthy

Support and trust, mutual and reciprocal
Honesty
Listen
Judgement free - accept decisions, benefit 
of the doubt
Space and time and tact
Forgiveness - shortcomings of friends and 
ourselves

Lies, gossip, one sided, little support when 
needed
Talk behind back
Assume worst, blame game
Too much, too soon, too close, too 
outspoken
Expect too much or perfection



*Friendship Problem 
Solving

*Groups
   Want to be one of the cool kids…

Do what the others do to fit in…
Where to go when feeling uncomfortable - talk 
through situations and brainstorm possibilities 

*End of a Friendship or Rejection
* Sometimes you can’t have the friends you might 

want…

* Sometimes a friend may not be good for you…



*Conflict is normal, Bullying is 
not - Key Differences

adapted from: Working Together to Prevent Bullying and PACER

Normal Conflict Bullying

Occasional Repeated negative action over time

Not Pre-planned – In the heat of the 
moment, accidental

Premeditated, planned, intentional

Equal power – may be friends Imbalance of Power – size, age, 
gender, race

Genuine upset to both parties Person bullied is upset, lowered self 
worth

Both have a need they’re trying to 
work out

One trying to have control over 
another

Both parties admit to some 
responsibility

Blame laid, one-sided responsibility

Effort to solve the problem by both 
parties

No effort to solve by bully, excuse 
making



*Rude, Mean, Bullying?

* Work by Signe Whitson



*At home…

* Take time to get the facts - Is it 
conflict, rude, mean behaviour or 
bullying behaviour? 

* Who Owns the Problem? 
CONFLICT: Support them try on their 

own.
CHILD: Children responsible for 
outcome; adult facilitates
BULLYING: ADULT and child responsible 
for outcome



*Stop-Think-Do



*Summing It Up

*Kids at school age are ready to problem solve

*They learn from trials, interactions, responses, 
reflection

*Friendships are key to development. They help kids 
learn resilience, problem solving and about 
themselves

*Friendship skills, conflict resolution can be modeled, 
taught and learned

*Friendships aren’t always easy and sometimes there 
are hard decisions to make



*Resources and References

* PBS - CHild Development Tracker (Ages to 9yrs)

* Insight - Friendship Skills
* Developing Child - Harvard 
* KidsHealth - Cliques

* Scholastic - Friendship stages and tips
* Kids First - 5 Stages of Friendships
* Greater Good Science Centre Berkeley - Why Friendships are Important for Boys’ Health
* Pacer - Conflict vs Bullying
* PeerSupportAustralia - Resolving Friendship Conflicts
* Psychology Today - Signe Whitson  -Rude, mean, bullying?

* Psychology Today - 3 COmmon Friendship Mistakes
* Psychology Today - How Children Make Friends Part 1
* Psychology Today - How Children Make Friends Part 2
* Psychology Today - How Children Make Friends Part 3
* Psychology Today - Growing Friendships and Rejection

* Child Development – Theory and Practice 0-11 by: Doherty and Hughes

* Yardsticks by Chip Wood


